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Abstract
Use case templates can be used to describe functional requirements of a Software
Product Line. However, to the best of our knowledge, no efforts have been made to
collect and summarize these existing templates and no empirical evaluation of the use
cases’ comprehensibility provided by these templates has been addressed yet. The
contributions of this paper are twofold. First, we present a systematic mapping study
about the SPL variability description using textual use cases. From this mapping, we
found twelve SPL use case templates and observed the need not only for the
application of these templates in real SPL but also for supporting tools. Secondly, this
work presents an evaluation of the comprehensibility of SPL use cases specified in
these templates through a controlled experiment with 48 volunteers. The results of this
experiment show that the specification of variabilities in the steps’ numeric identifiers of
the textual use cases is better to the use case understanding than the other approaches
identified. We also found evidence that the specification of variabilities at the end of
the use cases favors the comprehension of them and the use of questions associated
to the variation points in the use cases improves the understanding of use cases. We
conclude that each characteristic of the existing templates has an impact on the SPL
use case understanding and this should be taken into account when choosing one.
Keywords: Use case; Systematic mapping study; Software product line; Controlled
experiment
1 Introduction
The paradigm of Software Product Line (SPL) has emerged together with large-scale
systematic reuse. According to Northrop (2002), an SPL is “a set of software-intensive sys-
tems that shares a common managed feature set, satisfying a particular market segment‘s
specific needs or mission and that is developed from a common set of core assets in a
prescribed way”.
Because the products of an SPL reuse common artifacts among themselves, the SPL
approach maximizes the benefits of systematic and planned reuse. Some benefits of using
SPL are (Gallina and Guelfi 2007; Northrop and Clements 2007; Urli et al. 2014): i)
improved productivity; ii) better time to market; and iii) higher product quality.
In the SPL paradigm, the requirements engineering activity needs to cope with
common and variable requirements for the whole set of products in the family
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(Oliveira et al. 2013). The SPL requirements should then be modeled from the reuse
perspective by explicitly representing the commonality and variability information
(Alves et al. 2010).
In this scenario, one of the requirements artifacts most used in SPL development are use
cases (Alves et al. 2010). In the SPL paradigm is important to note that the use casesmodel
needs to be adapted to incorporate the mechanisms of variability (Oliveira et al. 2013).
Thus, there are proposals for the description of SPL variability in the use cases model with
‘include’ and ‘extend’ relationships (Azevedo et al. 2012; Bragança and Machado 2006;
Gomaa 2004).
However, it is not enough to only manage variability among whole use cases; it must
also be possible to specify variant behavior within use case descriptions (Erikssona
et al. 2004). This variability can be specified through variation points, and optional and
alternative use cases (Fant et al. 2013). Therefore, the template used for textual use
cases in the SPL paradigm should allow the specification of “small variations” (Gomaa
2004) (fine-grained variation), which can affect just one or two lines in the use case
description.
In the literature, there have been different proposals for templates for textual use case
descriptions of Software Product Lines, such as (Gallina and Guelfi 2007; Gomaa 2004;
Oliveira et al. 2013). Other studies have compared some of these templates (Bonifácio
and Borba 2009; Santos et al. 2013). However, to the best of our knowledge, there has not
been a systematic effort to collect and summarize the existing templates for textual use
case descriptions in the SPL paradigm and there is no empirical assessment of the SPL
use cases’ comprehensibility provided by these use case templates.
In a previous work (Santos et al. 2014), we identified and classified nine templates for
textual use case descriptions of Software Product Lines through a Systematic Mapping
(SM) (Kitchenham and Charters 2007). This new paper extends on that work by:
• Updating the systematic mapping in order to consider papers published in 2014;
• Including papers with an aspect-oriented approach for SPL use cases modelling;
• Presenting a controlled experiment, following the guide of Wohlin et al. (2000),
conducted to evaluate what kind of template better favors the comprehension of SPL
variabilities specified in textual use case descriptions.
By conducting an SM that involves a controlled and formal literature search, we believe
that the results of this paper will benefit researchers and practitioners. Researchers will
benefit because the SM results indicate existing research gaps that need further investiga-
tion. Practitioners will benefit because the results can be used as a reference for choosing
an existing template, or in proposing a new use case template for Software Product
Lines. The results of the controlled experiment provide an empirical knowledge about
the template structures identified, and this knowledge can help in the choice of a use case
template for practical use, as well as in the execution of other controlled experiments with
use cases.
This paper is divided into six sections. In Section 2, we introduce the background. In
Section 3, we discuss the related work. The methodology adopted to conduct the sys-
tematic mapping and results are presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we describe the
controlled experiment conducted with the SPL use case templates. Finally, in Section 6,
we provide conclusions from this work.
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2 Background
In the SPL paradigm the concepts of feature and feature model are essential. A fea-
ture is an attribute, quality or aspect visible to the user (Kang et al. 1990). According
to the approach of Kang et al. (1990), the features can be “mandatory”, “optional” or
“alternative”. Mandatory features are those available on all systems built within the family.
Optional features are those features that may or may not be included in the prod-
ucts. Alternative features represent a selection “exactly-one-of-many” made from a set of
features.
A feature model represents the information of all possible products of an SPL in terms
of features and the relationships among them (Benavides et al. 2010). Several feature
model languages have been proposed since the introduction of Feature-Oriented Domain
Analysis (FODA) by Kang et al. (1990). According to Benavides et al. (2010) the feature
models can be grouped into three categories: (i) Basic feature models, offering manda-
tory, optional, alternative and ‘or’ features, as well as constraints between features like
‘requires’ and ‘excludes’; (ii) Cardinality-based feature models, offering, in addition, UML-
likemultiplicities for feature selection; and (iii) Extended featuremodels, where additional
information is included in terms of feature attributes.
Thus, in an SPL, the requirements define applications and their features. The require-
ments engineering process of an SPL should include strategic and effective techniques for
analyzing domains, finding similarities and variabilities, and dealing with a community of
stakeholders probably larger than those for single-system requirements elicitation (Cheng
and Atlee 2007; Northrop and Clements 2007).
The process of SPL development also influences the engineering requirements. In
this process, unlike the development process of traditional applications, there are three
essential activities (Northrop and Clements 2007): core assets development, product
development, and management. Core assets development, also known as Domain Engi-
neering, aims to define commonalities and variability and to develop the artifacts for
reuse. Product development, also known as Application Engineering, includes the devel-
opment of final products with reuse. Finally, management is related directly to the control
of the processes and activities, in order to allow the previous two activities to work
together.
Requirements engineering plays a key role in both domain engineering and application
engineering. In domain engineering, the requirements of the domain must be defined
as common and variable requirements. In application engineering, the requirements for
individual products of the SPL are defined by reusing the domain requirements.
In this scenario, textual requirements and use cases are often used for describing SPL
functional requirements (Alves et al. 2010). For this, works in literature (e.g. (Niu and
Easterbrook 2008; Oliveira et al. 2014)) adapted these artifacts in order to incorporate the
SPL variability. Finally, with regards to the textual description of use cases, the use case
template from Cockburn (2000) has inspired the creation of SPL use case templates (e.g.
the templates of Bertolino et al. (2003) and Gallina et al. (2007)), with specific elements to
deal with the variabilities and commonalities of an SPL.
3 Related work
In a search for secondary studies on variability modelling and requirements engineer-
ing, we found two Systematic Literature Reviews (SLR) (Kitchenham and Charters 2007)
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on Variability (Chen et al. 2009; Galster et al. 2014) and two SLRs on requirements
engineering within SPL Engineering (Alves et al. 2010; Neiva 2009).
The SLR of Galster et al. (2014) summarized existing research related to variability
handling in software systems and proposed the classification for variability in different
dimensions. Chen et al. (2009) identified approaches for the Variability Management
in SPL and classified them with respect to historical background, the issues that moti-
vated their creation, variability models used, and their support for the different SPL
phases. Our Systematic Mapping also addresses the variability modelling, but with focus
on the specification of the variability in the user’s perspective through the textual use
cases.
Neiva (2009) and Alves et al. (2010) presented a Systematic Review of Requirements
Engineering (RE) within Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE). Neiva (2009) inves-
tigated which RE activities are adopted, which models and techniques are used, and how
the approaches for RE in SPL deal with variability. In the same scenario, Alves et al. (2010)
classified different SPL requirements engineering approaches in terms of tool support,
RE activities, and adoption strategies. The results of both these SLRs show that use cases
is one of the most used artifacts for describing SPL functional requirements, but they do
not explore the variability description in such artifacts. On the contrary, this systematic
mapping focuses on the variability description within textual use cases, highlighting the
differences among the existing SPL use case templates.
We also looked for work that compares requirements engineering approaches for SPL,
and, addressing this issue, we found four studies (Alferez et al. 2014; Asadi et al. 2012;
Blanes and Insfrãn 2012; Kuloor and Eberlein 2002). The difference among these studies
is in the applied evaluation criteria and in the type of approach selected.
Blanes and Insfran (2012) analyzed requirement engineering approaches that use
Model-Driven Development (MDD) techniques for SPL development. For this compari-
son, they used five criteria: SPL activity support, RE covered tasks,MDD strategy support,
the degree of automatic support with a given tool, and the type of validation of the pro-
posals. Asadi et al. (2012) presented feature-oriented requirements engineering methods
for an SPL and assessed them based on an evaluation framework with evaluation criteria
related to requirements engineering principles and processes, variability and common-
ality analysis, and tooling support. Kuloor and Eberlein (2002) described and compared
requirements engineering techniques used in existing SPL practices. This comparison
was made based on the SPL requirements modeling, specification, verification and man-
agement. Alferez et al. (2014) presented a metric-based comparative study of existing
scenario-based SPL requirements approaches in order to understand how they address
modularity, stability and expressiveness. The main contribution of our work, compared
to the previous four studies, is in the assessment of the comprehensibility issues provided
by the use case templates and the focus on an artifact (textual use cases) instead of the
requirements engineering approach.
We also identified some studies addressing the assessment of the understanding of the
requirements provided by the use cases in software development (Dahan et al. 2014;
Hadar et al. 2010; Jeyaraj and Sauter 2007; Mustafa 2010; Reinhartz-Berger and Sturm
2014). All of them assess the comprehensibility provided by a use cases model.
Hadar et al. (2010) presented an empirical study that compares the understanding of
the requirements model expressed in two requirements modeling methods (Use Cases
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and Tropos). The goal of this study was also to estimate the time required to perform
simple analysis tasks using both methods. Dahan et al. (2014) conducted a controlled
experiment that compared the comprehension of two models of a system and the qual-
ity of models created for a certain system with both OO-DFD and the Use Case. Jeyayaj
and Sauter (2007) also compared these two modeling methods, but only from the point
of view of comprehension of diagrams. Mustafa 2010 presented an experiment that has
evaluated the impact of the use cases format on the understanding of the requirements.
This work has used subjects with different knowledge in use cases technique in order to
investigate whether subjects’ experiences play any role in the comprehension of use cases
models. Tiwari and Gupta (2013) conducted a controlled experiment to assess the useful-
ness of eight use case templates against a set of five judging criteria, namely completeness,
consistency, understandability, redundancy, and fault proneness. In spite of being inter-
esting empirical studies, none of them dealt with the SPL paradigm, addressed by the
experiment described in this paper.
Finally, Reinhartz-Berger and Sturm (2014) presented a controlled experiment where
they examined the comprehensibility of domain models specified in a UML-based SPL
Engineering method. In this experiment the volunteers were required to answer compre-
hension questions regarding a domain model specified in use cases, class, and sequence
diagrams. This is the only work found that, like the experiment described in this paper,
dealt with the comprehensibility of a use cases model in the SPL paradigm. However, in
contrast to their work, we do not focus on use cases diagrams. This work focuses on the
assessment of different textual use case templates and their impact on the comprehension
of the SPL use cases.
4 Review
We report the systematic mapping study in this section. First, we describe the method-
ology adopted, presenting the details of each phase. Then, we present the results and
discussion.
4.1 Methodology
The Systematic Mapping study is a type of secondary study that can complement
Systematic Literature Reviews. While a Systematic Review (SR) is a means of identify-
ing, evaluating and interpreting all available research relevant to a particular question
(Kitchenham and Charters 2007), a Systematic Mapping intends to provide an overview
of a research area (Petersen et al. 2008).
Other differences between the SR and the SM are (Kitchenham and Charters 2007;
Neto et al. 2011; Petersen et al. 2008): i) Mapping studies generally have broader research
questions driving them and often ask multiple research questions; ii) The search terms
for mapping studies will be less highly focused than for systematic reviews and are likely
to return a very large number of studies; and iii) SR aims at establishing the state of evi-
dence while the main focus of an SM is on classification and identification of publication
fora. Then, in spite of the fact that this study has a specific focus (textual use case tem-
plates) we chose the Systematic Mapping approach because the main goal of this study is
to identify and classify the different SPL use case templates.
We used the process defined by Neto et al. (2011), which is divided into three main
phases: Research Directives, Data Collection, and Results. In the first phase, Research
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Directives, the protocol and the research questions are established. The protocol is a plan
that describes the conduct of a proposed SM study (Kitchenham and Charters 2007).
The second phase, Data Collection, comprises the execution of the Systematic Mapping,
during which the search for the primary studies is performed and the inclusion/exclusion
criteria are used in order to select relevant studies according to the research questions.
Finally, the third phase, Results, is responsible for reporting the study outcomes based on
a classification scheme. The final outcome of this process is a systematic map.
4.2 Research directives
In this section we present the mapping protocol. For additional details please refer to our
previous work (Santos et al. 2014).
4.2.1 Research questions and search string
The main purpose of this study is to map out existing templates for SPL use cases in the
textual description form. Then, the research questions used were:
• RQ1: Which are the templates for the textual use cases of an SPL?
• RQ2: How could SPL variability be modeled in textual use cases?
• RQ3: Which variability types can be modeled in textual use cases of an SPL?
In order to answer these research questions, we defined the following search string:
(“use case” or “use cases”) and (“product line” or “product lines” or “product family” or
“product families” or SPL). We highlight that we removed the keywords “software”, “tex-
tual” and “template” from the search string because in preliminary searches with these
keywords in the search string we lost important papers for our research goal.
4.2.2 Inclusion and exclusion criteria
For this mapping study, we defined just one inclusion criterion:
• (IC1) the study presents a template for textual use cases description of an SPL.
On the other hand, we defined four exclusion criteria:
• (EC1) the study is not written in English;
• (EC2) the study is just published as an abstract;
• (EC3) the study does not contain a template for textual use cases description with
focus on an SPL; and
• (EC4) Duplicate use case template. When the same template is presented in different
papers, only the paper that proposed the template was included. If this paper was not
found, we included the newest paper.
4.2.3 Sources
The search was applied to seven databases. These databases are listed in Table 1 and were
selected because we agree with (Morelli and Nakagawa 2011; Souza et al. 2013) that they
index the most important publications in Software Engineering.
4.3 Data collection
This mapping study aims to identify studies describing textual use case templates for Soft-
ware Product Lines. It was firstly conducted between January and March 2014 (Santos
et al. 2014 and then updated on February 2015 in order to include papers published in 2014.
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Table 1 Electronic databases used in this SM study
Database URL Address
ACM Digital Library http://dl.acm.org,
Compendex http://www.engineeringvillage2.org
IEEExplorer http://ieeexplore.ieee.org




In the search process, we considered the studies published until December 2014. Table 2
shows the number of papers, after performing each step of the study selection pro-
cess. This mapping study started with 2394 primary studies returned from the following
databases: ACM DL (711), IEEE Xplorer (31), ISI of Knowledge (51), Compendex (112),
Science Direct (491), Scopus (128) and SpringerLink (870).
From Step 1 we found a large number by our search criteria. We believe that this can
be attributed to the fact that we have used broad search terms. Furthermore, we do not
excluded duplicate papers in this step.
After removing duplicate studies, and reading title and abstract of all the 2394 papers
according to Step 2, the result was a set of 101 potentially relevant studies. In the third
step, we read the full paper and selected those which have a textual use case template for
an SPL with a focus on describing SPL variabilities within the use cases description. The
result was a set of 23 papers.
Finally, in the fourth step we removed the duplicate templates. Thus, from the four steps
of the study selection process, 12 studies were considered relevant and thus make up the
final set of included papers.
4.4 Results
In this section we describe the results of the systematic mapping study.
4.4.1 Classification scheme
In order to classify the included papers, two categories were defined according to the
research questions and the keywords identified in the papers:
Category 1: variability description This category shows how the use case template
describes the SPL variabilities. The keywords in this category are:
• Tags: The use case template uses tags (e.g. [Vo], [ALT]) to indicate the variation
points within the use cases. With the tags, use cases can also have a section where the
variations are defined;
Table 2 Study selection process
Step Action Papers
1 Search in the databases with the search string 2394
2 Reading title and abstract, removing of duplicate studies obtained by different databases
and applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria (EC1, EC3)
101
3 Reading full paper and applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria (EC1, EC2, EC3) 23
4 Removing duplicate templates based on the EC4 12
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• Alternative scenarios: The use case template describes the variations through
alternative scenarios within the use cases description;
• Specific section: The use case template describes all information about the variation
points in a specific section. In this section, the variation type, a brief description and
the use case steps that are affected by the variation are specified;
• Step identifier: The use case template uses the step identifier of the use case to
describe variants in use case scenarios;
• Advice use case: The use case template describes the variabilities as advice use cases.
The advice use cases capture crosscutting requirements and are defined in the same
form as normal use cases, but they may only have some of the use case sections. The
linking of advice use cases with affected base use cases is based on syntactical
matching of joinpoints and pointcut expressions.
Category 2: variability type supported With this category we wanted to know which
variability types the use case template is able to describe. The keywords in this category
are:
• Optional: The use case template supports the specification of optional steps;
• Mandatory alternative exactly 1: The use case template supports the specification
of mutually exclusive alternatives for one mandatory step;
• Mandatory alternative at least 1: The use case template supports the specification
of alternatives for one mandatory step out of which at least one must be selected;
• Optional alternative exactly 1: The use case template supports the specification of
mutually exclusive alternatives for one optional step;
• Optional alternative at least 1: The use case template supports the specification of
alternatives for one optional step out of which at least one must be selected.
Besides the two defined categories, we decided to use the category for classification of
research defined by Wieringa et al. (2006), named Research Type. This category reflects
the research approach used in the papers and is independent of a specific topic (Petersen
et al. 2008).
4.4.2 Outcomes
In this section we present the analysis and synthesis of the primary studies in considera-
tion of each research question.
Results related to RQ1 Table 3 presents the papers found at Step 03 and the included
papers based on the EC4.
With this mapping study, we found twelve use case templates for an SPL. As shown in
Table 4, the oldest template found by the mapping is dated 2003 and the newest template
is dated 2013. Thus, observing that we have found templates that are recent, the specifica-
tion of variability in textual use cases is still an interesting research topic. Moreover, most
of the templates were published in international conferences and one of the templates was
found in a book.
Bertolino and Gnesi (2003) propose a template called PLUC (Product Line Use Cases)
that allow variations to be described, by explicitly enclosing within the sections of the use
cases some tags that indicate the variable parts. In this template, there are three types of
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Table 3 Papers from Step 03 and final included papers based on the EC4
Id Papers with the same UC template Included paper
1
Bertolino and Gnesi (2003)
Bertolino and Gnesi (2003)
Colanzi et al. (2013)
Assuncao et al. (2011)
Bertolino and Gnesi (2004)
Bertolino et al. (2006)
Fantechi et al. (2004)
Bonifacio et al. (2008)
Fantechi et al. (2004)




Nakanishi et al. (2007)
4 Bragança and Machado (2005) Bragança and Machado (2005)
5
Eriksson et al. (2005)
Eriksson et al. (2005)
Eriksson et al. (2005)
Alferez et al. (2014)
Bonifacio et al. (2008)
6 Gallina and Guelfi (2007) Gallina and Guelfi (2007)
7 Choi et al. (2008) Choi et al. (2008)
8 Anthonysamy and Some (2008) Anthonysamy and Some (2008)
9 Nguyen (2009) Nguyen (2009)
10 Jirapanthong (2009) Jirapanthong (2009)
11
Bonifacio and Borba (2009)
Bonifacio and Borba (2009)
Alferez et al. (2014)
12
Oliveira et al. (2013)
Oliveira et al. (2013)
Oliveira et al. (2014)
Table 4 Included papers
Reference Publication Fora Year
Bertolino and Gnesi (2003) European Software Engineering Conference 2003
Kamsties et al. (2003) International Workshop on Software Product-Family
Engineering
2003
Gomaa (2004) Book 2004
Bragança and Machado (2005) International Workshop on Model-BAsed Methodologies
for PErvasive and Embedded Software
2005
Eriksson et al. (2005) International Conference on Software Product Lines 2005
Gallina and Guelfi (2007) International Working Conference on Requirements
Engineering: Foundation for Software Quality
2007
Choi et al. (2008) International Conference on Computer and Information
Technology
2008
Anthonysamy and Somé (2008) AOSD Workshop on Early Aspects 2008
Nguyen (2009) International Workshop on Modeling in
Software Engineering
2009
Jirapanthong (2009) International Conference on Advances in Information
Technology
2009
Bonifacio and Borba (2009) International Conference on Aspect-oriented Software
Development
2009
Oliveira et al. (2013) Brazilian Symposium on Software Components,
Architectures and Reuse
2013
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tags: alternative, parametric, and optional. Furthermore, the final product is also iden-
tified within the use cases. This template was found in 8 papers from the Step 03 (see
Table 3). From these, the newest papers are focused on evaluating strategies for testing
software product lines (Colanzi et al. 2013) and on the test reuse of an SPL (Assuncao
et al. 2011). Both present a use case example with the template proposed by Bertolino and
Gnesi (2003).
Similar to the template of Bertolino and Gnesi (2003), Kamsties et al. (2003) present an
SPL use case template that uses tags to indicate a place in the use case where the variation
occurs. However, they do not describe in the textual description the kind of variation
(optional or alternative).
According to Gomaa (2004), fine-grained variation could be specified in the SPL use
cases with the following elements: name, type, line of the use case (the target of the vari-
ation), and description. Then, Gomaa (2004) proposed that these variations should be
described at the end of the SPL use cases. We also found this template in the work of
Nakanishi et al. (2007), which reports an experimental case study constructing an SPL
with the PLUS method (Gomaa 2004).
The use case template identified in the Bragança and Machado‘s paper (Bragança and
Machado 2005) specifies the variation points through OPT and ALT tags. Using these
tags, any text fragment of the textual use case descriptionmay be variant and this is explic-
itly marked by pairs of the XML-like tags <variant> and </variant>. An interesting feature
of this template is the presence of questions related to the variation points that are used
to guide the instantiation of the product use cases.
Eriksson et al. (2005) propose that use case scenarios of an SPL can be described
using an extended version of the tabular RUP SE Black Box flow of events notation
(IBM 2002). In this extended one, the step identifier of the flow is used to specify
variant behavior. Another distinguishing feature of this template is the use of local
(with $) and global (with @) variables. This template was found in 4 papers from the
Step 03 (see Table 3). From these, the newest paper (Alferez et al. (2014)) presents a
metric-based evaluation aimed at assessing quality attributes such as modularity, sta-
bility and expressiveness of SPL requirements approaches like the PLUSS (Eriksson
et al. 2005).
Gallina and Guelfi (2007) propose a Use Case Elicitation Template (UCET) that pro-
vides special fields to collect information concerning variabilities: a) selection category,
which specifies whether the use case is mandatory, optional or alternative; b) a description
of variation points, and c) fault variation description, used to describe the faults strongly
related to the variation points. This template was inspired from templates of Bertolino
and Gnesi (2003), Cockburn (2000) and Gomaa (2004).
Choi et al. (2008) propose a simpler tag notation than Bertolino and Gnesi (2003). In
the template of Choi et al., the tags are used only for marking variation points in use case
scenarios of SPL. Each tag is expanded in a section called “Variations” and is mapped to
the Orthogonal Variability Model (OVM).
Anthonysamy and Somé (2008) propose an aspect-oriented use cases modelling
approach to model product line systems that is supported by a tool called Use Case Editor
(UCEd). In this approach, the variabilities can be modeled by advice use cases that extend
the behavior of base use cases. These advice use cases are defined in the same way as
normal use cases, but they may only have some of the use case sections.
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Nguyen (2009) extends Gomaa‘s template (Gomaa 2004) to specify non-functional
requirements. In this template, additional sections are used to specify performance,
usability, and security requirements. Each of them can have variation points just like other
functional steps of the use cases.
The template proposed by Jirapanthong (2009) describes the variations with tags. Fur-
thermore, in this template there is an attribute for specifying which domain of the product
line it is and another one that designates which product member the use case is specified
for.
Bonifacio and Borba (2009) propose an approach, Modelling Scenario Variability as
Crosscutting Mechanisms (MSVCM), to deal with the variability of scenarios as a com-
position of different artifacts: use cases model, feature model, product configuration, and
configuration knowledge. In this approach, the use cases model is composed of use cases
and aspectual use cases. An aspectual use case has a name and a list of advices that can
extend the behavior of existing scenarios. We also found this template in the work of
Alferez et al. (2014) which presents an assessment of the MSVCM approach in regards to
modularity, stability, and expressiveness.
Finally, the template presented by Oliveira et al. (2013) is an adaptation of Eriksson
et al.‘s template (Eriksson et al. 2005). However, unlike Eriksson et al.‘s template, Oliveira
et al. suggest that the features names should be clearly specified in the use case through
the element named “Associated feature” and that the variations can be related to alterna-
tive scenarios within the use case. In a recent paper, Oliveira et al. (2014) present a case
study with their approach.
Results related to RQ2 Table 5 presents the results for the category Variability Descrip-
tion, which is related to how the SPL variabilities could be modeled in textual use cases.
As described in Section 4.4.1, we identified five different template structures for SPL use
cases: Tags, Specific Section, Alternative Scenarios, Step Identifier and Advice use case.
In the following paragraphs we describe these structures and show examples of them in
the specification of the use case “Withdraw Money” (Erikssona et al. 2004). This use case
is composed by one optional variant, related to the use of the PIN for the user’s identifica-
tion, and two optional alternative variants, related with other two types of identification
(through fingerprint or voice sample).
We can see in Table 5 that theTags structure has the largest number of templates.When
tags (e.g. V1) are used, often in the template there is a section where the SPL variability
is described, as in the papers (Bertolino and Gnesi 2003; Kamsties et al. 2003; Gallina
and Guelfi 2007; Choi et al. 2008; Jirapanthong 2009). However, in the template found
in (Bragança and Machado 2005), the variability indicated by the tags is described in the
main scenario.
Table 5 Templates per variability description
Variability description Papers
Step Identifier (Eriksson et al. 2005)
Specific Section (Gomaa 2004; Nguyen 2009),
Alternative Scenarios (Oliveira et al. 2013)
Advice Use Case (Anthonysamy and Somé 2008; Bonifácio and Borba 2009),
Tags (Bertolino and Gnesi 2003; Bragança and Machado 2005; Choi et al. 2008;
Gallina and Guelfi 2007; Jirapanthong 2009; Kamsties et al. 2003)
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Figure 1 presents the use case “WithdrawMoney” in the template found in the Bragança
and Machado work (Bragança and Machado 2005). The interesting about this template is
the use of questions (e.g. Is the identification done through the PIN? and Is there another
identification type?) related with the variabilities aiming to guide the instantiation of
the product use cases. In this example, the optional variant is described between the
tags <variant OPT> and </variant>. On the other hand, the alternative variants are
described through the tags<variant ALT> and </variant>.
The Specific Section is present in two templates (Gomaa 2004; Nguyen 2009) while the
Alternative Scenarios is used in one template (Oliveira et al. 2013). Both these template
structures describe the SPL variability in a use case without affecting the description of
the main use case scenario.
Figure 2 presents the use case “Withdraw Money” specified in the template proposed
by Gomaa (2004). In this template, we can observe the description of the variabilities
at the end of the use case. We highlight that Nguyen‘s template (Nguyen 2009) extends
Gomaa‘s template (Gomaa 2004) to specify non-functional requirements. Then, in both
templates the specification of the variabilities is made with the name of the variability,
type of requirement (optional or alternative), line number of the use case affected by the
variability, and the variability description.
Fig. 1 Example of use case with tags
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Fig. 2 Example of use case with Specific Section
The template of Oliveira et al. (2013) describes the variabilities as alternative scenarios.
Figure 3 shows the use case “Withdraw Money” described in this template, where the
variabilities were specified with the following associated features: “PIN”, “Fingerprint”
and “Voice”.
The Step Identifier structure used by Eriksson et al. (2005) is interesting because it uses
the step identifier to specify the alternative and optional steps. In this template, for exam-
ple, several steps identified with the same number identify a number of alternatives for
one mandatory step (see step 3 in Fig. 4) while a number step identifier within parenthesis
identifies an optional step in the scenario (see steps 2 and 3 in Fig. 4).
Finally, the Advice Use Case structure is present in two templates (Anthonysamy and
Somé 2008; Bonifácio and Borba 2009). Figure 5 shows the “Withdraw Money” specified
in this template. In this case, we have one base use case named “Withdraw Money from
the ATM” specifying the common behavior and three advice use cases that extends the
behavior of the base use case: “Use PIN for user identification” that introduces an optional
behavior before the step P2 ; “Use fingerprint for user identification” and “Use voice sample
for user identification” that introduce an optional alternative behavior also before the step
P2.
Results related to RQ3 Table 6 presents the results for the category Variability Type
Supported, regarding which variability types can be modeled in textual use cases of an
SPL.
Five of the templates were not classified in this category because they do not specify
explicitly the type of variability in the use cases description. They are: i) Kamties et al.‘s
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Fig. 3 Example of use case with Alternative Scenarios
template (Kamsties et al. 2003), which does not explicitly specify the type of variability;
ii) Choi et al.‘s template (Choi et al. 2008), which describes the variability type with the
Orthogonal VariabilityModel; and iii) the templates of Oliveira et al. (2013), Bonifacio and
Borba (2009), and Anthonysamy and Somé (2008), where the variability type is specified
by the feature model.
Fig. 4 Example of use case with Step Identifier (Adapted from (Erikssona et al. 2004))
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Fig. 5 Example of use case with Advice Use Case
Regarding the seven other templates, the specification of Optional and Mandatory
Alternative Exactly 1 is taken into account in all of them. The templates of Gomaa (2004)
and Nyugun (2009) also support the specification of Optional Alternative Exactly 1, but
only the template of Eriksson et al. (2005) supports all of the five variability types.
4.4.3 Systematic map
We merged the categories Research Type and Variability Description in a systematic map
(Fig. 6) aiming to generate a quick overview of the evidence gathered from this SM. The
category Research Type was proposed by Wieringa et al. and has six keywords (Wieringa
et al. 2006): Validation Research, Evaluation Research, Solution Proposal, Opinion Paper,
Experience Paper and Philosophical Paper.
Table 6 Templates per variability type supported
Variability type Papers
Optional (Bertolino and Gnesi 2003; Bragança and Machado 2005;
Eriksson et al. 2005; Gallina and Guelfi 2007; Gomaa 2004;
Jirapanthong 2009; Nguyen 2009)
Optional alternative at least 1 (Eriksson et al. 2005)
Optional alternative exactly 1 (Eriksson et al. 2005; Gomaa 2004; Nguyen 2009)
Mandatory alternative at least 1 (Eriksson et al. 2005)
Mandatory alternative exactly 1 (Bertolino and Gnesi 2003; Bragança and Machado 2005;
Eriksson et al. 2005; Gallina and Guelfi 2007; Gomaa 2004;
Jirapanthong 2009; Nguyen 2009)
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Fig. 6 The systematic map in the form of a bubble plot
In regards to the twelve included papers, we realized that Validation and Evaluation
Research are weakly addressed, because we found only one paper (9%) in the Evalua-
tion Research category and two papers (18%) in the Validation Research category. The
paper of Eriksson et al. (2005) was classified as Evaluation Research, because it presents
an industrial case study. The paper of Oliveira et al. (2013) was classified as Validation
Research, because it presents hypotheses and statistical tests. The work of Bonifacio and
Borba (2009) was also classified as Validation Research, because they present four case
studies comparing their proposal with the PLUS approach (Eriksson et al. 2005).
On the other hand, the Solution Proposal, which is a non-empirical research category,
is the topic with more entries (9 papers - 73%). Within this category, six studies (Bertolino
and Gnesi 2003; Bragança and Machado 2005; Choi et al. 2008; Gallina and Guelfi 2007;
Jirapanthong 2009; Kamsties et al. 2003) present the Tags structure to deal with the SPL
variabilities, while only two papers (Nguyen 2009; Gomaa 2004) have used the Specific
Section structure and one (Anthonysamy and Somé 2008) has used Advice Use Case.
No papers were classified as Opinion Paper, Experience Paper or Philosophical Paper.
However, this was expected since we were looking for works with a concrete specification
artifact.
Through this analysis we note that regarding the proposal of a use case template, most
of the papers found propose a use case template only with examples from an academic or
fictitious SPL. In the meantime, it is possible to find empirical work with the templates
identified in this SM, such as the ones from Alferez et al. (2014), Nakanishi et al. (2007)
and Oliveira et al. (2014).
4.5 Discussion
At first, it is important to highlight that this mapping study focused on how to describe
SPL variability within the use case description. Therefore, approaches to describe variabil-
ity based on include/extend relationships (e.g. Bragança and Machado (2006)) or activity
diagrams (e.g. Yu et al. (2014)), for example, were not taken into account in this study.
Moreover, works not using the use cases for the capture of SPL variabilities were not
considered (e.g. Zhou et al. (2014)).
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We also highlight that, in an SM, the articles are not evaluated regarding their quality,
as the main goal is not to establish the state of evidence (Petersen et al. 2008). Therefore,
no quality criteria were defined for this mapping study.
Regarding the mapping results, six studies (Bertolino and Gnesi 2003; Bragança and
Machado 2005; Choi et al. 2008; Gallina and Guelfi 2007; Jirapanthong 2009; Kamsties
et al. 2003) report a template that uses Tags to specify variability in the textual use case.
However, when we compared with the first tag-based template (Bertolino and Gnesi
2003), the newest proposals (Choi et al. 2008; Jirapanthong 2009) have a simpler tag sys-
tem. In the Choi et al. template (Choi et al. 2008), for example, the tagged use case scenario
is mapped to the OVM and so, the tag does not have to specify the variability type. In this
scenario, Bonifacio and Borba (2008) show that the use of the PLUC (Bertolino and Gnesi
2003) could result in maintainability issues because introducing a new product variant
might require changes in several artifacts. Then, the maintainability could be a problem
with the use of tags for specifying variabilities within the use cases descriptions.
Oliveira et al. (2013) use the Alternative Scenarios structure in the use case template to
describe the variabilities. In a recent work, Oliveira et al. (2014) evaluated their require-
ments engineering approach, the Feature-Driven Requirements Engineering approach
(FeDRE), through a case study for developing an SPL of mobile applications for emer-
gency notifications. The results showed that the approach is easy to use and useful for
specifying the functional requirements in this particular SPL.
The use of the Specific Section structure to deal with the variabilities is useful for
describing variabilities on functional requirements, like in the template of Gomma (2004),
and non-functional requirements, as used in the template of Nguyen (2009). However, the
maintainability problems could be present in these templates because, in the variability
description, there is the identification of the line number of the main scenario (the target
of the variation). In that way, even a small change in the common use case scenario (e.g. a
new mandatory step) could result in changes in the variability description.
In the template of Eriksson et al. (2005), the Step Identifier structure is used to describe
the variabilities. This template seems to allow the quick identification of the variabilities
while reading the use case scenarios, but no evidence related to this was found in the SM.
Bonifacio and Borba (2009) and Anthonysamy and Somé (2008) present the use of the
Advice Use Cases structure for the separation between variability management and use
case specifications. Furthermore, Bonifacio and Borba (2009) applied their approach in
different case studies where they achieved a better feature modularity and scenario cohe-
sion. Then, the use of aspect-oriented use cases modelling has good benefits when we
have homogeneous crosscutting features and several variants for a scenario (Bonifácio
and Borba 2009; Bonifácio et al. 2008).
Although some templates (Choi et al. 2008; Gallina and Guelfi 2007; Nguyen 2009;
Oliveira et al. 2013) have been proposed based on previous ones, these studies do not
empirically compare their proposed templates with previously defined ones. An excep-
tion is the template of Bonifacio and Borba. These authors first report the benefits of the
separation of concerns by comparing their approach with other techniques for handling
scenario variability management (Bonifácio et al. 2008), and after that, they describe an
approach for use case scenario variability management (Bonifácio and Borba 2009).
On the other hand, there is some empirical work with the templates identified in this
SM (Alferez et al. 2014; Nakanishi et al. 2007; Oliveira et al. 2014). The work of Alferez
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et al. (2014), for example, evaluated the support of MSVCM (Bonifácio and Borba 2009),
PLUSS (Eriksson et al. 2005) and two other approaches to modularity, expressiveness,
and stability through the specification and evolution of a car crash crisis management
system SPL. However, considering the included studies, we did not find any controlled
experiment comparing the use case template structures in terms of perceived ease of use
or comprehensibility.
Therefore, based on the mapping study results, we identify the following directions for
future research: (i) Controlled experiments to compare the SPL use case templates; (ii)
Application of the templates with real SPL, since most of the papers found propose a use
case template only with examples from an academic or fictitious SPL; (iii) Development
of other support tools, because just a few of the found works present a support tool; and
(iv) Proposal of an SPL use case template to support different variability types and even
more complex variations (e.g. alternative steps with cardinality).
Finally, two main threats to the validity of this study are: i) potential bias in the papers’
selection, as this was performed by one reviewer, who is the primary author; and ii) some
relevant use case templates may not be included.
In order to mitigate the first threat, the other two authors carefully reviewed the pro-
tocol and monitored the SM process and the analysis of the results. Furthermore, these
authors performed data extraction on a sample of the primary studies and their results
were cross-checked with those of the first author. Thus, we believe that the SM process
was rigorously followed and that the results obtained are valid.
The main reasons for a study which contains a use case template for SPL has not been
selected are: i) the publisher sources of the study are not indexed by the databases used in
this mapping; ii) the study was not hit by the search string; and iii) the study was written
up in a language other than English.
In order to mitigate the second threat, we used seven important electronic databases in
Software Engineering according to (Morelli and Nakagawa 2011; Souza et al. 2013), which
are frequently used in many systematic reviews, and the search string considered syn-
onyms and acronyms. Regarding the study language, the choice of the English language is
justified to make this mapping study replicable and feasible.
5 Comparison of the SPL use case template structures
In this section we present the controlled experiment conducted with the template struc-
tures found in the literature for textual specification of SPL use cases. The goal of this
experimental study was to evaluate the effect of the template structure on the compre-
hensibility of SPL use cases. This evaluation was made with respect to the effort from the
researcher’s viewpoint.
5.1 Selected templates for the experiment
The execution of an experimental study with all twelve templates found would be costly,
since the use of each template requires a lot of training and is time consuming. Thus, we
first pick one template per each keyword of the Variability Description category.
With the Tags structure, we have found six templates (Bertolino and Gnesi 2003;
Bragança and Machado 2005; Choi et al. 2008; Gallina and Guelfi 2007; Jirapanthong
2009; Kamsties et al. 2003) described in Section 4.4.2. Then, two selection criteria were
established to define which template would be used in the experiment: a) the template
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should not model the final product in the specification, since this reduces the maintain-
ability; and b) the template should describe explicitly the variability type, because this
allows the understanding of the use case without other models. As a result, the templates
of Bertolino et al. (2003) and Jirapanthong (2009) were excluded due to the first criterion;
and the templates proposed by Kamsties et al. (2003) and Choi et al. (2008) were excluded
due to the second criterion. Then, from the templates of Gallina and Guelfi (2007), and
Bragança and Machado (2005) we chose the last one, because it has questions associated
with the variations points and we wanted to verify their impact on the SPL use cases’
compressibility.
Using the Specific Section structure, we have found only two templates (Gomaa 2004;
Nguyen 2009). As Nguyen‘s template (Nguyen 2009) is based on Gomaa‘s template
(Gomaa 2004), we chose the template from Gomaa. Furthermore, the templates from
Oliveira et al. (2013) and Eriksson et al. (2005) were selected to the experiment because
they are unique with their structures (Alternative Scenario and Step Identifer).
From the templates with the Advice Use Case structure, we selected the template from
Bonifacio and Borba (2009), because this is the newest with this kind of structure.
Finally, we decided to exclude the template of Oliveira et al. (2013) from this con-
trolled experiment, because the use of the Alternative Scenarios structure is similar to
common use case structures, since the variations are described just like alternative sce-
narios. Therefore, the controlled experiment was conducted with four use case templates
representing four different structures to describe SPL variabilities in a use case.
5.1.1 Hypotheses, variables, andmetrics
The overall goal of this investigation was to evaluate, with respect to effort, from the point
of view of the researcher, in the context of Computer Science students and developers, the
effect of the use case templates structures on the SPL use cases’ comprehensibility. The
SPL use cases’ comprehensibility wasmeasured based on the subjects’ efficiency in under-
standing the SPL use cases used and performing the comprehension tasks. Therefore,
aiming to achieve the goal, the experimental study was designed to answer the following
research questions:
• ERQ1: Which of the evaluated template structures favors the SPL use cases’
comprehensibility?
• ERQ2: Which of the evaluated template structures requires less time to understand a
use case?
These research questions were then translated into the following hypotheses:
• H0 accuracy: there is no statistically significant difference in the SPL use cases’
comprehensibility using the evaluated template structures. H1 accuracy: there is a
statistically significant difference in the SPL use cases’ comprehensibility using the
evaluated template structures;
• H0 time: there is no statistically significant difference in terms of time required to
understand the use cases’ behavior using the evaluated template structures. H1 time:
there is a statistically significant difference in terms of time required to understand
the use cases’ behavior using the evaluated template structures;
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The independent variables (representing the inputs or causes) of the experimental study
were the template of textual use case description, the use cases’ examples, and the ques-
tionnaires. The use case templates used in this experiment were: i) Bragança andMachado
(Tags structure), ii) Eriksson et al. (Step Identifier structure), iii) Gomaa (Specific Section
structure), and iv) Bonifácio and Borba (Advice Use Case structure).
The dependent variables (representing the output or effect) were the accuracy and time
spent with respect to comprehension tests used to measure the comprehensibility pro-
vided by the use case template structures. The accuracy was chosen as the measure of
comprehension because we believe that the volunteers could only answer the questions
of the comprehension test correctly if they understand the SPL use cases being evaluated.
On the other hand, the time taken was collected in order to assess the effort related to the
use cases’ understanding.
The comprehension tests were made in order to evaluate the comprehension related to
each use case considered in the experimental study (in the same way as was done in
(Mustafa 2010)). Thus, for each use case of the experimental study, there was a
comprehension test that consisted of two questions about the variations and one
question related to the use case behavior. The goal of this last question (the final
question) was to check if the participant had understood the use case. An example of this
question is below:
“Before selecting the amount of money, the user must:
a) at least enter the PIN
b) at least insert the chip card in the ATM
c) at least enter the fingerprint OR a sample voice
d) at least enter the PIN, and fingerprint or a voice sample
e) all of the above are incorrect”
This question presented above is related to the use case “Withdraw Money” shown in
Fig. 4. As we can see in this figure, steps 2 and 3 are optional ones. In this way, these
steps can be executed or not. As a result, the correct answer to the question is the letter
b, which refers to a step mandatory of the use case (see step 1 in the Fig. 4).
The final question of the comprehension test was used to validate the subject’s task.
Then, in order to evaluate the accuracy, we analyzed the participants’ answers for the
two first questions of the comprehension test, which asks the volunteer to describe the
alternative and optional steps of the task use case.
The variable time spent was measured by collecting the time spent in minutes to answer
the comprehension test in each task. For this, the participants registered the initial and
final time for each comprehension task.
5.2 Experimental study design and subjects
Forty eight (48) volunteers participated in the study. Twenty one were undergraduate
Computer Science students, 20 were graduate students (16 MSc and 4 PhD) in Computer
Science, and seven were developers working at GREat - Group of Networking, Software
and Systems Engineering (GREat 2015). The students were associated to four universities
in Brazil.
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Fig. 7 The experimental study activities
The experiment was conducted through of the following activities (see Fig. 7):
1. The first activity in the study was related to answering a pre-experiment
questionnaire. This questionnaire was applied to characterize all the participants as
to their previous knowledge in the treatments of the study. Only three of the 20
undergraduate students had never studied textual use cases descriptions. Nine
undergraduate students had never studied SPL. Only two graduate students had
never worked with textual use case descriptions while eight graduate students had
never studied SPL. All the developers had used textual use cases descriptions
professionally, but three of them had never studied SPL. Therefore, we did not find
a significant difference among levels of previous knowledge related to the
participants that justified a special grouping. However, we performed the analysis
of the collected data by splitting the groups according to their academic
background in order to discover additional behavior related to their experience in
software development.
2. In order to minimize the effects of the lack of knowledge on the experimental study
factors, a training session was conducted with all the participants about basic
concepts related to SPL and use cases, as well as about the use case template
structures used in the experiment. In this training session, we applied a task similar
to the comprehension tasks used in the experiment, but we did not assess their
results.
3. After the training, the subjects executed the comprehension tasks (Task 01, 02, 03
and 04). With regards to the use cases used in the experiment, we selected the
following: i) Keep Velocity (John and Muthig 2002); ii) Cook Food (Gomaa 2004);
iii) Withdraw Money (Erikssona et al. 2004); and iv) Proceed to purchase
(Bonifácio and Borba 2009)). The order of these use cases in the tasks was fixed, as
shown in Table 7. Furthermore, the choice of which structure each volunteer
would use in each task was made randomly. For this, the authors have described
the four use cases in each template selected for the experiment. During the
execution of each task, the subjects were asked to answer the comprehension test
about the use case of the task.
4. Finally, the subjects were asked to answer a post-experiment questionnaire,
containing, among other things, the most useful structure from their point of view.
Table 7 Use cases used in the experiment’s tasks
Task Name Source
Task 1 Cook Food (Gomaa 2004)
Task 2 Withdraw Money (Eriksson et al. 2005)
Task 3 Keep Velocity (John and Muthig 2002)
Task 4 Proceed to purchase (Bonifácio and Borba 2009)
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All the experiment instruments (questionnaires, comprehension tests, and use cases)
are available at (Santos IS 2015).
5.3 Results and data analysis
Table 8 presents a summary of the collected data. The study started with 48 subjects;
however, some of the subjects’ tasks were not approved, since the final question of the
comprehension test was not answered correctly.
The final question was associated with an important question about the use case under-
standing. A wrong answer in this question signaled a serious error in the use of the
templates. Due to this fact, there are only 134 executions able to be evaluated, since 58
executions were not approved. The result analysis was then made from all cases with a
correct answer to the final question.
In order to analyze the results, we have applied several tests using the SPSS tool (IBM
2015).We applied the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Hollander andWolfe 1999;Wohlin et al.
2000) to assess if it is reasonable to assume that both data sets come from a normal pop-
ulation. We have split the data set into two groups, since there are several participants
who did not answer correctly the final question, avoiding the use of their data in these
analyses. The results for the time and accuracy variables are given in the Table 9 (for
the group with the final question correct). Note that the p-values for the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov tests are near 0.000 (in the row “Asymp. Sig.”). This implies that the data set
is not normal because the p-value was smaller than the significance level (alpha) 0.05.
Large significance values (>0.05) indicate that the observed distribution corresponds to
the theoretical distribution. In this case, the significance value for time and accuracy do
not exceed 0.05.
Table 8 Summary of the experimental study
Level Structure Samples (#) Avg Time (m) Accuracy (%)
Undergraduate student
Advice Use Case 10 8.20 50.00
Step Identifier 9 5.55 88.88
Specific Section 21 6.04 73.80
Tags 15 7.13 53.33
SubTotal 55 6.65 66.36
Graduate student
Advice Use Case 12 8.41 50.00
Step Identifier 22 4.50 95.45
Specific Section 15 5.40 96.67
Tags 7 7.71 85.71
SubTotal 56 5.98 84.82
Developers
Advice Use Case 1 6.00 50.00
Step Identifier 8 4.50 100.00
Specific Section 5 5.20 70.00
Tags 9 5.00 100.00
SubTotal 23 4.91 91.30
Total
Advice Use Case 23 8.21 50.00
Step Identifier 39 4.74 94.87
Specific Section 41 5.70 81.70
Tags 31 6.64 74.19
SubTotal 134 6.07 78.35
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Table 9 Data set normality test
Description Time Accuracy
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z 1.833 5.004
Asymp. Sig (2 tailed) 0.002 0.000
The test indicated that the data set did not follow a normal distribution, so, it was
necessary to use non-parametric tests for hypothesis testing. We have used the Kruskal
Wallis test (Hollander and Wolfe 1999; Wohlin et al. 2000), a non-parametric method,
for testing whether samples originate from the same distribution (an alternative for one-
way ANOVA). The test indicated that the time spent and the accuracy of the four groups
(related to the four templates) had statistically significant differences. Thus, with this
result the hypothesis H0 accuracy and H0 time can be rejected.
Once it was detected that there were differences in the time and accuracy associated
with the templates’ use, an analysis was made of the data crossing template by tem-
plate, trying to identify the differences. In this case, we have used the MannWhitney
test (Wohlin et al. 2000) for hypothesis testing. It is a non-parametric test of the null
hypothesis and has greater efficiency than the t-test on non-normal distributions.
Table 10 presents the results of the hypothesis testing performed in order to compare
the results related to time to complete the experiment tasks and the accuracy of the task
execution. The values present in this table are the asymptotical significance of the com-
parison between templates, using the Mann-Whitney test. Values below 0.05 indicate a
statistically significant difference between the results.
The results related to the use of the Advice Use Case structure have shown the worst
results for both accuracy and time to perform the tasks. The time spent using this struc-
ture is statistically higher than using other structures. The accuracy is statistically lower
than the accuracy related to the use of other structures (values smaller than 0.05 in
Table 10). Besides that, this structure was selected as preferred by only 3% of the vol-
unteers according to the post-experiment questionnaire (considering only the 134 valid
executions with the final question correct).
The use of both Specific Section and Tags structures have shown results statistically
equal to each other, both in time to perform tasks, and the accuracy of the result. The
accuracy from the use of these structures indicated a statistically significant difference
(better) when compared to the Advice Use Case structure. Considering only the valid
executions, the Specific Section structure had a preference of 29.1% of the experiment
volunteers and the Tags structure had a preference of 21.6%.
The use of the Step Identifier structure has shown to have the best results in the exper-
iment. The time to perform the tasks was lower and it was still possible to register a
statistically greater accuracy result than by using the other structures (values smaller than
Table 10 Comparison among the use case template structures
Template
Advice use case Step Identifier Specific section Tags
Time Accuracy Time Accuracy Time Accuracy Time Accuracy
Advice Use Case - - 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.046 0.015
Step Identifier 0.000 0.000 - - 0.019 0.012 0.024 0.008
Specific Section 0.001 0.001 0.019 0.012 - - 0.532 0.618
Tags 0.046 0.015 0.024 0.008 0.532 0.618 - -
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0.05 in Table 10). In terms of participants’ preference, it was also the favorite, as indicated
by 46.3% of volunteers. Thus, the Step Identifier structure, besides being the one with the
best results in terms of time and accuracy, was also the favorite among the volunteers.
5.3.1 Answering the experiment research questions
After the study execution it was possible to answer the proposed experiment research
questions.
• ERQ1: Which of the evaluated template structures favors the SPL use cases’
comprehensibility? Answer: The Tags structure, represented by the template of
Eriksson et al., favors the understanding of the use cases. The subjects using this
template structure had better results in terms of accuracy;
• ERQ2: Which of the evaluated template structures requires less time to understand a
use case? Answer: The Tags structure, represented by the template of Eriksson et al.,
requires less time to understand a use case. The subjects using this template structure
had better results in terms of time spent.
5.4 Discussion
With the performed experiment we observed which characteristics of each use case tem-
plate structure impact on the SPL use cases’ comprehensibility. Subjects who selected the
Step Identifier structure as the best structure, for example, reported that it has a simple
description and an objective, clean, organized, and compact structure. These character-
istics make it easy and intuitive to identify whether the use case steps were mandatory,
optional, or alternative.
On the other hand, the disapproval related to the Advice Use Cases structure may be
justified due to the separation between the main flow and its variation without an explicit
definition of the variation type, making it difficult to understand if the variation is optional
or alternative. However, it is important to note that, for this experiment, we did not use
the feature model in the tasks. So, it is possible that, with the feature model, this structure
had better results, because the approach of Bonifacio and Borba (2009) is defined as a
composition of different artifacts: use cases model, feature model, product configuration,
and configuration knowledge. Furthermore, the examples used in the experiment have
a low level of crosscutting features and this may have affected the results related to this
structure, since the main advantage of this structure is in specifying crosscutting features.
With respect to the Specific Section structure, some volunteers said that this structure
eased the identification of alternative and optional features by presenting all the variations
described at the end of the use case.
Finally, concerning the Tags structure, some volunteers enjoyed its sequential struc-
ture placing the variations with tags within the main flow of the use case. In general, the
questions in the use cases associated to the variation points also improved the use cases’
understanding.
In regards to the validity of the results, we discuss in the next paragraphs the internal
and external validity.
Internal validity The experiment design was planned to minimize the effects of the
threats to internal validity. We planned to minimize the effect of instrumentation by per-
forming measures by a single person during the experiment. The variable time spent was
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measured based on the initial and final time registered by the participants, which could
be a threat to the validity. However, we highlight that we monitored the volunteers dur-
ing all the experiment in order to guarantee the concreteness of the registered time. The
participants were also monitored through log-sheets of their daily performances and they
were allowed to use self-reporting. This gave us a chance to observe any effects due to
History and Maturation.
As mentioned before, we used questions to evaluate the correct understanding of the
use case. The final question was used to cut off the executions that had low quality. In
order to avoid threats related to the use of a single group, the four treatments (use case
template structures) were used for all the subjects. The order of template used was totally
random.We did this to avoid the compensatory equalization of treatments, compensatory
rivalry, and resentful demoralization (Wohlin et al. 2000).
External validity With respect to the external validity, the use of students as subjects is
a threat. The reason for using students in our study was the availability sampling tech-
nique. However, we agree with Ferrari et al. (2010) and Dahan et al. (2014) that the use of
students should not diminish the results of a controlled experiment, as important results
have been found in other Software Engineering studies when student-based studies have
been conducted. Furthermore, the study was executed with the presence of 41 students
(undergraduate and graduate) and 7 developers. Therefore, we believe that our sample
was representative.
The four use cases used in the study are similar in terms of complexity and size. All
the use cases are small, since a larger example would demand effort incompatible with
the time available for the study. Thus, the four use cases of this experiment may not be
representative in terms of size and complexity, but we agree with Dahan et al. (2014)
that this limitation is true for almost all controlled experiments conducted in the area of
software engineering. In addition, we expect the same results for bigger use cases. Maybe,
the difference among the two approaches that got statistically equals results could change,
showing that one approach is better than other in this context.
6 Conclusions
In Software Product Line development, the requirements engineering activity needs to
cope with common and variable requirements for the whole set of products in the fam-
ily. For this purpose, there are several use case templates available in the literature to
describe the functional requirements of an SPL. However, to the best of our knowledge,
no efforts have been made to collect and summarize these existing templates. Further-
more, the work proposing an SPL use case template often does not empirically compare
the proposed template with other templates.
In this scenario, the contributions of this paper are: i) offer a summary of existing use
case templates as a result of a systematic mapping study with a focus on how to describe
SPL variability in textual use cases; and ii) describe the results of a controlled experiment
with four SPL use case template structures.
By means of this mapping it was possible to identify twelve textual use case templates
that describe SPL variability and five different template structures for describing SPL
variability in textual use cases: i) using tags; ii) with the step identifier of the use cases;
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iii) describing the variability in a specific section of the textual use case; iv) through
alternative scenarios; and v) with advice use cases.
We also identified with this SM, the following interesting directions for future research:
(i) controlled experiments to compare the SPL use case templates; (ii) application of the
templates with real SPLs; (iii) development of more support tools; and (iv) proposal of
SPL use case templates to support more complex variations (e.g. alternative steps with
cardinality).
The goal of the controlled experiment was to evaluate the SPL use cases’ comprehensi-
bility provided by the template structures. As a result, evidence collected shows that the
description of commonalities together with variabilities makes the understanding of use
cases more clear and the description of all variations at the end of the use case promotes
a quick identification of variations.
With regard to the template structures evaluated in this experiment, the Step Identifier
structure, where the variability is described in the step identifiers of the use case through
some conventions (e.g. two steps identified with the same number are alternative steps),
had the best results. With this structure the volunteers spent less time on the tasks and
achieved a greater accuracy than by using other structures. This was also the preferred
structure according to the results of the post-experiment questionnaire.
Moreover, the description of the variabilities at the end of the use case in the Spe-
cific Section structure and the use of questions in the structure presented by Bragança
and Machado (Tags structure) were also identified as important characteristics to the
understanding of the SPL use case.
Therefore, the results of the systematic mapping study could be interesting to
researchers and practitioners who would like to propose a new SPL use case template or
to investigate which template is better. On the other hand, the experiment results pre-
sented in this paper can provide a basis for other efforts to compare use case templates or
to propose new use case template structures based on a controlled experiment.
Since one limitation of the conducted controlled experiment was the size of the use
case descriptions, which has just two or three variations, we believe that an interest-
ing future work is the replication of this experiment with more complex use cases. Also,
it would be interesting to apply the other SPL use case templates and to use them in
theindustry.
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